
Now we’ll meet three deaf surfers in Los Angeles. Their names
are Wayne Morford, Darcy Delao and Michael Deboe.

We surf nearly every day in the summer and weekends in
the winter. I have so much to do at work so I usually work
on weekends.

It’s an expensive sport. The board, wet suit and gear cost
around $800. The wet suit costs around $300 and the board
$400. I was lucky and got a board for $200 and a wet suit for
$100 so the price varies.

I was born on the East coast, but I didn’t like it. When I
heard about California and surfing, my sister and I decided
to move here. You interviewed my brother-in-law. He taught
me how to surf. I was really interested and listened to
everything he said. I love it!

When you surf, you have to expect the unexpected and be
prepared. You can be swept away by a wave. One of my teeth
was knocked out that way. Another time, I hurt my thumb.
It’s a part of the sport. You have to stay alert and read the
waves. I think that this sport is the one the most full of
surprises. You never know what will happen. You have to
know how to swim and measure the waves to try to anticipate
what will happen. There’s a lot to learn.

I’ve never broken anything while surfing, but I hurt my back
once. You can hurt your back when surfing if a huge wave
knocks you over from behind. Sharp rocks are bad too.
I love surfing when the bottom is sandy.

Surfers
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I was born here but we moved to Oregon when I was 5. Then
my parents got divorced so my dad and I moved back. He
worried about me because the streets weren’t safe and the gangs
shot at each other. It’s not a safe place for a little boy. He used
to surf when he was younger and wanted a house near the
beach. We found one, and nearly everyone in the area was
into surfing. It was a real surfing town, and that’s when my
surfing interest began. I ran down to the beach every day and
began surfing when I was 9 or 10.

I was a member of a surfing team when I was 14. I had an
interpreter during a contest,but it was hard to see her on shore.
When they said 15 minutes were left, I knew I could surf up
to 10 waves. Then I surfed as long as I could and even came in
first place! Then I graduated and traveled for 3 months, and
didn’t surf as often. When I came home, I started surfing again.
I was 18 then so I’ve been surfing for 12 years.

Most surfers drink a lot and smoke marijuana but not me! It
affects your body, and I want to stay healthy.

I found surfing hard in the beginning. It was great when I
managed my first wave! You have to try it yourself to know
what I mean.

My dream is to go to Fiji. The waves there are perfect and
glitter like gold. The waves here are nice too, but they are really
great there big and just perfect. It would be great to surf there!
That’s my dream, to go there sometime.

I would love to travel around the world and try to find the
best waves. I often go to southern Mexico, where there’s a place
called Baja. The winds are great there. The winds come from
all directions there, not just three like here. The winds are always
perfect there.

Surfing is hard in the beginning. It’s easier when you can read
the waves. You have to stay balanced and try to measure the
wave so you know what to do. You have to learn that. When I
had done that, it was easier.
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I’m not just into surfing. I like doing lots of stuff. I like
motorcross. My dad has several motorcross bikes and I like
going waterskiing and doing different tricks. Then I like doing
web pages on my computer and web page art and partying. I
like cranking up the music so you can really feel it!  Well, I
could stand here all day and tell you what I like doing!
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